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Abstract

The proposed research work clearly investigates the effective use of two modalities (audio

and visual inputs) toward designing functional audio-visual speech recognition system.

The promising results presented in this piece of work were obtained on vVISWa (visual

Vocabulary of Isolated Standard Words) dataset of audio-visual words and CUAVE

(Clemson University Audio-Visual Experiments) database, respectively. The discrete
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cosine transform (DCT), local binary pattern (LBP) features of full frontal visual pro�le

and MFCC features for acoustics signals were fused together for recognition purpose and

were classi�ed using random forest classi�er.
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1 Introduction

Over a last few decades, automatic speech recognition (ASR) has enhanced human

computer interaction with high-level reliability. The performance of many automatic

speech recognition (ASR) system was reported low, when the acoustic signal is corrupted

with noise [1]. The major challenge faced by ASR research community is to improve

robustness of traditional ASR in face of audible noise. As the visual modality is not directly

affected by audio noise, it can stand as potential source to make ASR systems more robust

and to be transformed into AVSR (audio-visual speech recognition system). Lip reading is

the technique to recognize what a person is saying by visually interpreting the

movements of the lips, face, and tongue. The hearing-impaired or listeners with normal

hearing use visual information of lip movements as a primary source of speech perception

[2]. These approaches have been adopted to improve the performance of AVSR system in

presence of noise [3, 4].
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Gurbuz et al. [5] have described the incorporation of visual lip tracking and lip-reading

algorithm that utilizes the af�ne invariant Fourier descriptors from parametric lip

contours to improve the audio-visual speech recognition system. Saenko et al. [6] have

discussed the approach for visual speech modeling based on articulatory features under

visually challenging conditions. This idea was used to set stage for parallel support vector

machine (SVM) classi�er to extract different articulatory attributes from the input

images and then combine their decisions to obtain higher-level units, such as Visemes or

words. They evaluated their approach in preliminary experiments on a small audio-visual

database, using several image noise conditions, and compared it to the standard Visemes-

based modeling approach. Sagheer et al. [7] have presented a visual speech feature

representation approach that combines hyper column model (HCM) with hidden markov

model (HMM) to perform a complete lip reading system. Hong et al. [8] has presented a

PCA-based method to reduce the dimensionality of DCT coef�cients for visual only lip

reading systems. The redundancy in the visual cues in audio-visual speech recognition

have been examined by Yannawar et al. [9]. Borde et al. [10] have discussed the

contribution of visual features that are computed through Zernike moments in

association with MFCC for recognition of isolated words. Varpe et al. [11] have discussed

isolation of region of interest (ROI) for multi-pose AVSR and designed mechanism of ROI

detection based on skin color and also compared its effect with Viola–Jones algorithm

under multi-pose AVSR scenario. Morade and Patnaik [12] have discussed the lip tracking

using active contour model and proposed a geometrical feature extraction approach for lip

reading; these features were classi�ed using 3 state and 5 state HMM and tested over

digit. Noda et al. [13] have proposed a noise robust AV ASR system by utilizing two

different models to extract noise robust features from audio and video. They employed a

deep de-noising auto encoder and a convolutional neural network (CNN) encoder to

represent AV features, respectively.

In this paper, we present a method for visual feature fusion in audio-visual speech

recognition system, and it is based on the extraction of visual features using DCT, LBP

and acoustic features using MFCC method.

2 ‘vVISWa’ Database

Some robust audio-visual speech recognition system database have been designed and

databases includes CUAVE [14], AVICAR [15] and WAPUSK [16]. CUAVE [14] database is

available free of cost for the researchers to use it for their study. The database entitled

vVISWa (Visual Vocabulary of Independent Standard Words) was developed by Borde et al.
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[17] to deal with multi-pose audio-visual speech recognition system for three languages

that is, Marathi (The Native language of Maharashtra), Hindi (National Language of

India) and English (Universal language). The vVISWa dataset is consisting isolated words

like digits, months, days, most frequent isolated words used in daily interactions in

English, Hindi and Marathi. The set of isolated digits uttered by native speakers in

English language were considered for evaluations. This dataset consists of 15 individual

speakers out of which 8 subjects were male and 7 were female with 10 random utterances

of digits. Each speaker uttered words in close-open-close constraint without the head

movement. The database comprised of 1500 utterance (15 × 10 × 10) of these independent

standard words in three channels (full frontal, 45° and side pose) so volume is (4500 = 15 

× 10 × 10 × 3). The stream for channel 1 (C1-Full frontal) of isolated digits uttered in

English language is considered in this paper for evaluation. The framework of data

acquisition is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1
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Acquisition of utterances

The visual utterances are recorded at the resolution of 720 × 576 in (*.avi) format using

high-de�nition digital camera in three angles comprising full frontal using camera C1,

45o face using camera C2 and side pose using camera C3. Lighting is controlled under a

dark gray background. This database are utilized for building applications based on

multi-pose AVSR in Indian regional language.

3 Proposed AVSR System

The proposed audio-visual speech recognition system takes the data stored in the form of

vVISWa database. The full frontal visual pro�les are considered, and the visual isolated

words are passed to the sampler to generate audio stream as well as visual stream suitable

for processing from the composite visual stream.

The sampling rate for visual stream contained in vVISWa dataset was 25 fps (frames per

second) and accordingly each visual utterance was converted into discrete frames and

passed for ROI processing and feature extraction as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2

Architecture of AVSR system
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3.1 Face and ROI Identi�cation

The visual speech recognition part is divided into three parts that is face detection, mouth

localization and visual feature extraction. In order to achieve robust face detection, Viola–

Jones algorithm has been used and detects the face using detector based on AdaBoost

classi�er that uses cascades of weak classi�ers to boost [18]. At �rst, the detector detects

the face from each frame of the visual stream and subsequently extracts the mouth

portion that is ROI from frame. Finally, a region-of-interest (ROI) is resized to 64 × 64 size

as shown in Fig. 3. This resized ROI is preprocessed for color space conversion from RGB

to gray and passed for visual feature extraction which aims to obtain discriminative visual

features of ROI.

Fig. 3

ROI segmentation using Viola-Jones algorithm. a Original frame, b facial component-detected

frame, c mouth localization frame

3.2 Visual Feature Extraction

The preprocessed visual stream containing ROI is processed for visual feature extraction

which is divided in to appearance based and shape based. The appearance-based visual

feature extraction treats entire ROI as an information for visual speech recognition and is

applied using discrete cosine transform (DCT), local binary patterns (LBP) and linear

discriminant analysis (LDA). Shape-based visual features are modeled with a parametric

or statistical lip contour model like active contour model (ACM), active shape model

(ASM) and active appearance model (AAM). The appearance-based features are

computationally ef�cient, and there is no manual support of hand labeling of data as that

of shape based features; therefore, for extracting robust visual features the appearance-

based feature have been utilized in this work.
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3.2.1 Visual Features Using Local Binary Pattern

LBP is a simple and ef�cient texture operator which labels the pixels of an image by

thresholding neighborhood of each pixel with the value of the center pixel and considers

the result as a binary number. It is also invariant to any monotonic gray level changes.

Therefore, LBP features are essentially a binary vector that is computed from a

neighborhood around the current image pixel. The commonly used neighborhood is 3 × 3

pixels, which are referred as non-interpolated LBP. This is applied for visual feature

extraction of each ROI frame such that center of the mask is updated in accordance with

neighborhood. The center pixel c contains eight pixels in its neighborhood, c = p , p ,

p ….p  and the value of c gets updated in accordance with neighborhood satisfying

thresholding criteria. The �nal LBP feature vector is composed by thresholding the

luminance of each p  against the center pixel c. If the luminance of c is smaller than or

equal to the luminance of p , the result t  for p  is 1, and 0 otherwise. The results t  are

organized as a binary vector t , t , t …. t , which is interpreted as an 8-bit unsigned

integer value [19] and is calculated for all the samples. Figure 4 shows the process of LBP

features extraction.

Fig. 4

Small neighborhood computation using LBP. a 3 × 3 neighborhood pixel values and its neighbors

values. b 3 × 3 neighborhood values greater then center marked as 1 otherwise 0, after thresholding

The LBP features were stored in the LBP feature vector corresponding to the visual word

of vVISWa dataset uttered by the subject. Similarly ROI was also passed for computation of

DCT features.
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3.2.2 Visual Features Using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)

DCT has been applied for visual feature extraction of each frame. It describes an image in

terms of its frequency components and is used in image reconstruction, �ltering and

image compression applications. It has three major properties like decorrelation, energy

compactness and computation effectiveness. We have used block-based DCT [20]. It divides

ROI image of size [64 × 64] into 16 non-overlapping blocks of size [16 × 16], and we have

applied DCT to each block to obtain the transform coef�cients T ’ corresponding to each

block, where i = 1, 2, 3… 16. The energy coef�cients of each block E  are calculated using

where i = 1, 2, 3, 4…16. Sixteen energy coef�cients corresponding to ROI frame are

computed and stored in a vector. This has been applied to all ROI frames of visual word

sample and target vector representing word energy feature of size 1 × 800 elements as

shown in Fig. 5. All such vectors corresponding to the isolated visual words of vVISWa

dataset are stored, and DCT energy feature matrix are constituted.

Fig. 5

DCT energy feature extraction

LBP and DCT features are extracted and stored in the feature vector. The features of

acoustic signals are also processed.

i

(i)

$$E\left( i \right) = \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{16} {\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{16} {T\left( {j,k}

\right)} }$$

(1)
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3.2.3 Acoustic Feature Extraction Using MFCC

The sampled acoustic signal representing vVISWa data set is preprocessed for acoustic

feature extractions. The preprocessing part includes cleaning of signal and removal of

silence which exists in the signal before utterance and after utterance. This procedure

returns the absolute signal representing only user utterance corresponding to isolated

word. The preprocessed acoustic signal is passed for computation of Mel frequency

cepstral coef�cients (MFCC). Due to its spectral base as parameters for recognition,

MFCCs represent audio based on perception of human auditory systems. In MFCC, the

frequency bands are positioned logarithmically (i.e. on the Mel scale) which approximates

the human auditory system's response more closely than the linearly spaced frequency

bands of FFT or DCT [21, 22]. Figure 6 shows the block diagram of MFCC features

extraction process.

Fig. 6

Block diagram of MFCC feature extraction

The sampled speech signal corresponding to the isolated word from vVISWa data set is

passed for audio feature extraction using MFCC. Thirteen MFCC features are computed

along with its �rst-order and second-order derivative of the MFCC coef�cients. Finally,

39 MFCC (base, �rst order, second order) are extracted for each utterance and stored into

feature vector, respectively.

3.3 Fusion of Feature Vector and Normalization

The visual and audio features are extracted and stored corresponding to words of vVISWa

dataset which are required to be fused together to generate a robust visual and audio
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feature to be utilized at the recognition phase. In practice, data fusion is introduced

differently at different level of fusion like sensor level, feature level, matching score level

and decision level. The features level fusion is realized by simply concatenating the

features obtained from different sources of information [23]. The concatenated features

have better discrimination power than the individual feature vectors. We have used the

feature level fusion of DCT (800 features) and LBP (400 features), and this results in new

fused feature vector of size 1200 features. This feature vector is further normalized as per

classes and trained for classi�cation using random forest classi�er. Similarly 39 MFCCs

are also used for recognition based on audio features only. These 39 audio features and

combined visual features (1200 features) are also fused together in audio-visual feature

fusion resulting in 1239 features corresponding to one word, and similarly training is

made for all words of vVISWa dataset by class-oriented normalization using LDA. The

normalized audio-visual features are used for classi�cation.

4 Experiment and Result

The process of visual feature extraction and audio feature extraction was applied on

vVISWa and CUAVE dataset, and the performance of the system was studied and

compared. The CUAVE database contained continuous and randomly uttered visual

sequence of 0–9 words with associated time-stamp information. This timestamp helped

in navigation of stream and holds information of start and end time of utterance. CUAVE

data set include 37 speaker and was recorded at 720 × 480 resolution of pixels with frame

rate 29.97 fps. Figure 7 shows the sample image from CUAVE and vVISWa database. The

accuracy of the proposed system was tested on digit utterances from CUAVE and vVISWa

dataset.

Fig. 7
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Samples of vVISWa and CUAVE database

The utterances from these dataset were processed for feature extraction as discussed

above. The DCT visual features corresponding to the word are shown in Table 1; these

features are global information representation of frame containing ROI. These global DCT

features from all frames corresponding to word utterance are combined into matrix of

size 800 (that is 16 DCT features each for 50 frames).

Table 1 DCT global features of ROI

The local information of ROI was computed using LBP as presented in Table 2. LBP

features corresponding to all frames contained in words were computed and stored in

matrix representing 400 LBP feature corresponding to the word.

Table 2 LBP local features of ROI

Due to the different characteristics of DCT representing global information and LBP

representing local information, the features were fused into the fusion matrix. Each word

visual feature is represented by 1 × 1200 vector; such n vectors are placed into the fusion

matrix. This fusion matrix were normalized as per classes using LDA [24], and total 500

features for training set and test set, respectively, were considered for classi�cation using

random forest.

The acoustic feature of utterance was computed using MFCC; 39 MFCC features

comprised of 13 primary MFCC, 13 �rst derivative coef�cients and 13 s derivative

coef�cients, respectively; these coef�cients are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3 MFCC features for audio samples

The DCT + LBP + MFCC features corresponding to word from vVISWa dataset were fused

using audio-visual feature fusion and resulting 1 × 1239 feature vector. The �nal AVF

fusion matrix for all training set and test set were normalized using LDA and passed for

RF classi�er. RF classi�er classi�es the set based on parameters to adjust the number of

trees to grow. In general, the default value of trees offered by the classi�er was considered

to be a good choice for evaluation of these parameters [25]. For vVISWa and CUAVE

databases, the classi�cation process were performed using 500 trees. A random forest

multiclass model was trained, where each class corresponds to a word in the database. The

classi�cation recognition rates of the proposed method over aforesaid databases are found

to be better than [26]. The experimental results on vVISWa and CUAVE dataset are shown

in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 4 Recognition performance on CUAVE and vVISWa dataset without feature

normalization

Table 5 Recognition performance on CUAVE and vVISWa dataset with feature

normalization

Table 4 provides information about the performance of recognition without feature

normalization. It was seen that when DCT + LBP-fused feature matrix was considered for

recognition, the recognition performance of vVISWa dataset on visual features was

observed to be degraded as compared to CUAVE database, because number of

participating ROI frames involved in the deformation of mouth at the time of utterance

were maximum as compare to the CUAVE dataset corresponding to the word. The CUAVE

dataset utterance was sampled with 29.97 fps and resulted in 22 frames and utterance

duration was <1 s. In case of vVISWa dataset, the sampling rate is 25 fps and resulted in 50
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frames and utterance duration was 2 s. As the number of participating frames is

maximum, the size of features vector becomes large and thus un-normalized features

result in lower classi�cation rate as compared to CUAVE dataset. MFCC features extracted

for CUAVE and vVISWa datasets have been computed and classi�ed, and result shows that

system performs better on CUAVE database as compared with vVISWa database. Similar

results have been seen when the audio-visual features of DCT + LBP + MFCC were fused

together and classi�er results were in better performance with CUAVE database as

compared with vVISWa dataset.

Feature normalization plays crucial role in recognition system. It was seen from the Table

5 that visual recognition of utterance using normalized DCT + LBP features is better in

vVISWa dataset as compared to CUAVE dataset as the duration of sample of utterance is 2 s

in vVISWa set where as in CUAVE dataset is less than 1 s. The visual deformation of mouth

at the time of utterance was clearly represented in ROI if the utterance duration is about

2 s; otherwise, visual deformation is overlapped or improper and will contribute in less

recognition rate. In [25], DCT global information features of ROI and LBP that is local

information features were computed, and their dimensions were reduced as well as

feature was selected using Mutual Information Feature Selector (MIFS) and linear

discriminant analysis (LDA). DCT global information of ROI and LBP local information of

ROI were fused together into to the feature vector and used for classi�cation by

normalization and selection of features using LDA. The result produced by the recognition

system on vVISWa dataset outperforms over CUAVE dataset.

The recognition based only on acoustic samples revealed signi�cant improvement in

CUAVE dataset as compared with vVISWa dataset. The performance of vVISWa dataset is

low due to the presence of silence before and after utterance of the word. The ‘CUAVE’

dataset contains visual streams of continuous randomly uttered words and was sampled

with the help of labeled data (contains three column attribute information like start-time,

end-time, word). Labeled data were supportive in selection of acoustic signal so that

MFCC features of selected segment were extracted and represented in feature vector. This

increases the recognition results of CUAVE acoustic data over vVISWa acoustic data. Table

5 shows that when normalized features of DCT + LBP + MFCC were used for recognition of

isolated word from CUAVE and vVISWa dataset, the performance of the system was better

in vVISWa dataset, and recognition result was signi�cantly increased as compared with

‘CUAVE’ and that of [26].Loading [MathJax]/jax/output/HTML-CSS/con�g.js
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5 Conclusion

This paper presents the performance of audio-visual speech recognizer using CUAVE and

vVISWa database of digits. It is seen from the result that recognizer outperforms over

vVISWa as compared with CUAVE dataset when bimodal input was given. The approach of

fusion of DCT + LBP features reduces the feature space and minimizes the overheads of

managing large feature sets. The combination of DCT + LBP + MFCC features increases the

performance of audio-visual recognizer signi�cantly.
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